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Abstract: Hydrogenases are H2 converting enzymes that
harbor catalytic cofactors in which iron (Fe) ions are
coordinated by biologically unusual carbon monoxide
(CO) and cyanide (CN� ) ligands. Extrinsic CO and
CN� , however, inhibit hydrogenases. The mechanism by
which CN� binds to [FeFe]-hydrogenases is not known.
Here, we obtained crystal structures of the CN� -treated
[FeFe]-hydrogenase CpI from Clostridium pasteuria-
num. The high resolution of 1.39 Å allowed us to
distinguish intrinsic CN� and CO ligands and to show
that extrinsic CN� binds to the open coordination site of
the cofactor where CO is known to bind. In contrast to
other inhibitors, CN� treated crystals show conforma-
tional changes of conserved residues within the proton
transfer pathway which could allow a direct proton
transfer between E279 and S319. This configuration has
been proposed to be vital for efficient proton transfer,
but has never been observed structurally.

Hydrogenases are metalloenzymes that catalyze the inter-
conversion between protons (H+), electrons (e� ) and hydro-
gen (H2). Depending on the metal composition and config-
uration of the catalytic cofactor, they are classified as [Fe]-,

[NiFe]-, and [FeFe]-hydrogenases. Among them, [FeFe]-
hydrogenases exhibit the highest activity for both H2

production and oxidation.[1] Their catalytic cofactor, termed
H-cluster, consists of a [4Fe4S] sub-cluster ([4Fe]H) and a
diiron moiety ([2Fe]H) bridged through a cysteine residue
(Figure 1A).[2,3] The diiron atoms of [2Fe]H proximal and
distal to [4Fe]H (Fep and Fed) are bridged by an aza-
dithiolate whose bridgehead amine and Fed constitute a
frustrated Lewis pair for H2 activation.

[4–6] The amine base is
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Figure 1. Structures of the CpI H-cluster and structural assignment of
terminal CO and CN� ligands. A to C show H-clusters from chains B of
CpI in the Hox state (PDB: 4XDC)[11] (A), Hox crystals treated with CO
(Hox-CO-1; PDB: 8ALN) (B) and CN� treated CpI Hox crystals (CpI-CN� -
1; PDB: 8AP2) (C). Simulated annealing omit maps were contoured at
3, 4 and 3.5 σ for A, B and C, respectively. H-clusters of additional
chains and structures are presented in Figure S2. D) depicts the [2Fe]H
moiety of one CN� treated crystal (PDB: 8AP2) to illustrate the labeling
employed in (E). Terminal Fe� CO/CN� ligands are abbreviated as L3,
L4, L6, L7 and L8, and the respective C atoms are numbered
accordingly (C3, C4, C6, C7 and C8). E) shows the refined distances
between each Fe and the C atoms of its terminal ligands when
modeling them as all CN� (blue bars) or all CO (red bars).
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connected to the protein surface through a conserved proton
transfer pathway (PTP) for rapid H+ shuttling.[7–10] Fep and
Fed are each coordinated by a terminal carbon monoxide
(tCO) and a terminal cyanide (tCN� ), and they share one
additional CO in the bridging position (μCO). This config-
uration leaves an open coordination site (OCS) at Fed for
substrate binding (Figure 1A), as revealed by the structure
of the oxidized enzyme (Hox),

[11] also referred to as the active
ready state.

The molecules CO and CN� are well-known to bind to
metalloenzymes. Intriguingly, at the same time, hydro-
genases employ them as natural Fe ligands to ensure the low
spin and low oxidation states of the active site metals.[12] The
inhibitory effect of extrinsic CO on [FeFe]-hydrogenases has
been well characterized applying different methods, includ-
ing X-ray crystallography,[13,14] however, little is known
about the interaction between CN� and [FeFe]-
hydrogenases.[15]

In this study, we performed an X-ray crystallography
study of the CN� -bound form of the [FeFe]-hydrogenase
CpI from Clostridium pasteurianum. Two crystals of 1.39 Å
and 1.5 Å, termed CpI-CN� -1 and CpI-CN� -2 in the
following, were analyzed in depth. They were compared to
two structures of CO-treated CpI for which we obtained
higher resolutions (1.34 Å and 1.52 Å; termed Hox-CO-1 and
Hox-CO-2 hereafter) than previously reported.[13,14] This
allowed a more direct comparison among these four
structures as well as with a previously published structure of
untreated CpI in the Hox state (PDB: 4XDC).[11,16] All
crystals were grown according to our previous protocols,[8,11]

and the CO- and CN� -bound states were obtained by
introducing these molecules into the crystallization reser-
voirs (see details in the materials and methods section). The
CO/CN� treatment did not significantly change the crystal
parameters (Table S1). The protein molecules were packed
in the same space group of P1 21 1, and each asymmetric
unit contained two chains, A and B. The overall structures
of CO/CN� -treated CpI are very similar to each other and to
that of CpI in the Hox state (with root mean square
deviations for Cα atoms of 0.372–0.736 Å; Figure S1;
Tables S1 and S2).

The four newly obtained structures feature strong
electron densities at the OCS at Fed that are not present in
the structure of untreated CpI (Figure 1; Figure S2). The
refined occupancies indicate that the OCS is fully occupied
by an extrinsic ligand in CN� -treated CpI, whereas only 71
to 93% of the OCS of CO-treated crystals hold an extrinsic
ligand (Table S3). The latter is possibly due to an insuffi-
cient partial pressure of CO in the crystallization wells. To
assign specific molecules to these electron densities we
followed different modeling approaches. Modeling with a
H2O/OH

� ligand, which was assigned in earlier CpI
structures,[2,17] resulted in considerable unexplained electron
densities (Figure S3), suggesting that the densities observed
in CO- and CN� -treated crystals do not represent H2O/OH

�

molecules. Instead, we obtained much better fitting by
modeling with CN� or CO diatomic ligands (Figure S3).

CO binds to the OCS of the H-cluster,[13,14] and CO and
CN� are isoelectronic, making it challenging to distinguish

them by electron density analysis. However, high resolution
structures of hydrogenases and the chemical structure of the
[2Fe]H mimic show that the distances between active-site Fe
ions and the intrinsic terminal CO and CN� ligands differ
and amount to about 1.75 Å and 1.9 Å, respectively.[17–19] To
assign CO and CN� ligands in the structure of CN� -treated
CpI, we thus performed unbiased structure refinements and
modeled the five terminal ligands (L3, L4, L6, L7 and L8;
Figure 1D) as either all CO or all CN� ligands (the details of
the proceeding are explained in the materials and methods
section). Figure 1E presents the refined distances between
each Fe ion of the [2Fe]H moiety and the carbon atoms of
their direct ligands (denoted as C3, C4, C6, C7 and C8)
within the 1.39 Å data set of CN� -treated crystals (CpI-CN� -
1). For each ligand, CN� and CO modeling obtained very
similar bond lengths, although the latter resulted in slightly
shorter distances. Both modeling approaches resulted in
Fe� C3 and Fe� C7 distances of about 1.78 Å on average,
while those between the Fe ions and C4, C6 and C8 were
averaged to amount to 1.9 Å. These values thus recapitulate
Fe� CO and Fe� CN� distances observed in previous high-
resolution structures of hydrogenases as well as the [2Fe]H
chemical mimic.[17–19] Therefore, we are confident to assign
the intrinsic ligands as CO- (L3 and L7) or CN� ligands (L4,
L6) and conclude that the molecule bound at the OCS (L8)
is indeed a CN� ligand. Except this extra CN� molecule at
position L8, the four natural terminal ligands are in the
same configuration as in CpI in the Hox state.

[17,20] Note that
we applied the same unbiased refinement strategy to
calculate bond-lengths in the 1.34 Å data-set of CO-treated
crystals (Hox-CO-1). Despite the high resolution, we could
not obtain conclusive results. We assume that this is due to
lower occupancies of the [2Fe]H moiety and the extrinsic
ligand (Table S3).

Fe� CO/CN� ligands exhibit infrared (IR) absorbance,
and their absorption frequencies are sensitive to the
electronic configuration of the Fe atoms as well as to
isotopic labeling.[1,21] We therefore performed an IR spectro-
scopic investigation of the CpI crystals (Figure S4A). The
untreated crystals showed a typical Hox state

[16] while the
crystals subjected to CN� treatment exhibited a new pattern
with a third Fe� CN� band at 2112 cm� 1. When 13CN� was
used instead of 12CN� , this signal underwent a selective shift
to lower energies by 49 cm� 1, validating the assignment of
this band. These data confirm that extrinsic CN� binds to
the H-cluster. Notably, compared to the Hox state, the
absorbance of all ligands was shifted to higher energies,
indicating a further oxidation of the [2Fe]H site. Very similar
results were obtained for the [FeFe]-hydrogenase HydA1
from Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Figure S4B), implying
extrinsic CN� may bind to the H-cluster of all [FeFe]-
hydrogenases. We additionally tested whether CN� inhibits
the activity of CpI. Indeed, in the presence of 20 mM KCN,
H2 production activity decreased by over 64% (Figure S5).
In view of the structural and IR data, this suggests that CN�

inhibits catalysis by binding to the OCS.
We then inspected CN� bound structures with a focus on

catalytically important residues. Amino acid side chains
directly adjacent to the H-cluster show the same conforma-
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tions as in the structures of Hox and Hox-CO. For example,
the abundant H-bond interactions of the intrinsic CO and
CN� ligands with the protein backbone[20] are almost
identical in CpI-CN� -1 and Hox (Figure S6). However, we
observed noticeable deviations in the PTP (Figure 2,
Figures S7 and S8). This highly conserved pathway for
catalytic H+ transport is formed by C299, E279, S319 and
E282, reaching from the amine group of [2Fe]H to the
protein surface, and it additionally contains two water
molecules (Wat1 and Wat2), between, and H-bonding with,
C299 and E279 (Figure 2).[7,8] In the two structures CpI-
CN� -1 and CpI-CN� -2, the distances between C299 and the
amine group of the [2Fe]H subcluster are larger than those in
Hox in both chains A and B (Figure 2B; Figures S7 and S8).
The side chain of E279 is slightly twisted and consequently
closer to S319, whereas the distance between E279 and
Wat1 increases in several cases (Figure 2B; Figures S7 and
S8). Wat1 and Wat2 are also shifted; in all cases, Wat1 lies
about 0.6 to 1 Å closer to the surface. Consequently, the H-
bond length between C299 and Wat1 is longer than in the
Hox state (Figure 2B; Figures S7 and S8). The electron
densities of E282 revealed varying conformations. In chain
B of CpI-CN� -2, E282 is twisted towards the surface and out
of H-bond length to S319. In chain B of CpI-CN� -1 and
chain A of CpI-CN� -2, this residue was modeled in two
conformations (Figures S7 and S8).

The structural changes in PTP elements observed in our
CN� -treated crystals have been proposed to be necessary for
efficient catalytic H+ transport, but they have never been

observed structurally in wild type [FeFe]-hydrogenases. In
the Hox state, the PTP has been described as being
discontinuous, and in the Hox crystal structure, the distance
between E279 and S319 (3.6–3.8 Å) indeed indicates a
barrier for efficient H+ transport (Figure 2B; Fig-
ure S8).[9,11,22] Theoretical studies proposed a conformational
flexibility of side chains within the pathway by which the
enzyme overcomes the potential bottleneck between E279
and S319.[23,24] Previously, we analyzed H+ transport within
[FeFe]-hydrogenase HydA1 by IR difference spectroscopy.
The data suggested that upon reduction of the H-cluster
from the Hox to the Hred state, HydA1 E141, which
corresponds to CpI E279, forms a stronger interaction with
HydA1 S189 (corresponding to CpI S319) at the expense of
the interaction with Wat1.[9] Here, rather unexpectedly, the
CN� bound structures show configurations that support
these predicted conformational changes (Figure 2B; Figur-
es S7 and S8).

To the best of our knowledge, conformational changes
of PTP residues have never been observed in structures of
untreated CpI wild type proteins. They are also absent from
three independently prepared structures obtained by CO
treatment[13] (Figures S9 and S10) as well as from the sulfide
(SH� ) -bound Desulfovibrio desulfuricans [FeFe]-
hydrogenase.[25] In the context of H+ transport, however, it
is noteworthy that the new H-bond pattern in the CN� -
treated crystals shows similarities to a conformation ob-
served in our previously characterized CpI variant E279D
(PDB: 6YF4) (Figure S8).[8,10] This enzyme variant has a
lower pH optimum for H2 production, but retains significant
activity in both directions of H2 oxidation and H

+ reduction
compared to the wild type protein.[8,10] The shorter side
chain of the introduced D279 residue is in H-bond length to
both S319 and Wat1, but significantly closer to S319. Slight
shifts of C299 and Wat1 lead to a 4.0 Å gap between C299
and Wat1 (Figure S8). Comparing the discussed structural
data from previous studies and this work, it appears that
they represent snapshots of two discontinuous PTPs that are
likely to alternate during active catalysis in order to provide
the necessary continuous pathway for rapid H+ shuttling.

For the time being, we do not have a robust explanation
for why the binding of CN� to CpI crystals in the Hox results
in the observed conformational changes. It seems possible
that the chemistry of CN� (which should be mostly in the
protonated HCN state under the conditions applied for
crystal treatment), influences the H+ equilibrium in a way
that stabilizes the new conformations. Alternatively, CN�

might directly or indirectly influence the (redox) state(s) of
the H-cluster. Our IR data indeed hint at a further oxidation
of the diiron site. In the case of the active site cofactor of
[NiFe]-hydrogenases, CN� (or HCN) promotes the forma-
tion of the “unready” Ni� B state over the Ni-SIr state, which
involves the oxidation of NiII to NiIII and the formation of a
negatively charged bridging hydroxide ligand between the
Ni and Fe ions, shifting the equilibrium towards inactive
states.[26]

Characterizing the interaction between [FeFe]-hydro-
genases and cyanide therefore promises to provide deeper
mechanistic insights into the catalytic mechanism of H2

Figure 2. Comparison of H-bond patterns within the H+ transfer
pathway in structures of CpI in the Hox (A) and the cyanide-bound state
(B). Carbon atoms are colored white and yellow for CpI-Hox (PDB:
4XDC, chain A)[11] (A) and CpI-CN� -1 (PDB: 8AP2, chain A) (B),
respectively. Water molecules are presented as spheres and colored as
the C atoms. Numbers between adjacent atoms represent distances in
Å. Blue dashed lines indicate distances suitable for strong to medium
H-bond interactions (up to 3.5 Å), white dashed lines indicate weak H-
bonds (distances of 3.6 Å and longer). The short distance between
E279 and S319 observable in CN� -treated crystals is highlighted by the
red dashed box.
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turnover and, more specifically, of the rapid H+ transfer
that enables [FeFe]-hydrogenases to reach such high
efficiencies. The high-resolution structural data presented
here provide a tangible basis for interpreting data obtained
by other methods.
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